LABOR ARBITRATION RESEARCH AT MORITZ LAW LIBRARY

A. Reports of Decisions

BNA’s Labor Arbitration Reports

Labor Arbitration Reports is the leading source for full texts and summaries of labor arbitration awards. It provides headnotes; digest & index of decisions; tables listing awards by arbitrator, party, and contract term; and selected arbitrator biographies. It is available in four places:

In print, 3d Floor, call number KF 3315 L324

BNA-All database (Drinko Hall only), See http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/library/research.php, then BNA-All > Employment and Labor > Labor and Employment Law Library.

Lexis: Legal > Area of Law - By Topic > Labor & Employment > Search Analysis, Law Reviews & Journals > By Publisher > BNA > BNA Labor & Employment Law Library

Westlaw: LRR-RA, LA-COMB, or BNA-LABOR. Or follow this path: All Databases > Topical Materials by Area of Practice > Labor & Employment > BNA Labor Databases

BNA’s Unreported Arbitration Decisions

To find the full text of some unreported decisions you must use the BNA material in one of two Westlaw databases. For just the unpublished decisions, search the LA-UNP database. To search the Labor Arbitration Reports and the unreported decisions at the same time, use the LA-COMB database.

Labor Arbitration Awards (CCH), 3rd Floor, KF3421 .A2 C62

CCH’s Labor Arbitration Awards provides full text of select arbitration decisions, each preceded by a short summary of the decision. There are topical indexes to help locate relevant decisions.

B. Treatises

Reserve Room, call number KF 3424 E53 2003

This treatise is considered a classic text on labor arbitration. Each chapter provides references to relevant topic numbers from the BNA’s Labor Arbitration Reports Cumulative Digest Index, facilitating location of more recent cases related to each subject addressed in the treatise.

How ADR Works by Brad Norman, editor (BNA 2002).
3rd Floor, call number KF 3425 H69 2002

This treatise covers workplace dispute resolution, including arbitration and mediation, collective bargaining and statutory disputes, and the creation of ADR programs in workplaces.

For more treatises, see the research guide below and then use the online Library Catalog to locate the treatises in the Moritz Law Library.

C. Additional Research Guide


This is a very helpful and thorough guide to the best sources for researching labor arbitration and ADR in employment. Most helpful is the guide’s annotated list of books, periodicals, and websites devoted to labor arbitration and workplace ADR.
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